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Strahinja Došen, Member, IEEE 

 
Abstract— While prosthetic fitting after upper-limb loss allows for restoration of motor functions, it deprives the amputee of tactile 
sensations that are essential for grasp control in able-bodied subjects. Therefore, it is commonly assumed that restoring the force feedback 
would improve the control of prosthesis grasping force. However, the literature regarding the benefit of feedback is controversial. Here, 
we investigated how the type of feedback affects learning and steady-state performance of routine grasping with a prosthesis. The exper-
imental task was to grasp an object using a prosthesis and generate a low or high target-force range (TFR), both initially unknown, in three 
feedback conditions: basic auditory feedback on task outcome, and additional visual or vibratory feedback on the force magnitude. The 
results demonstrated that the performance was rather good and stable for the low TRF, whereas it was substantially worse for the high 
TFR with a pronounced training effect. Surprisingly, learning curve and steady-state performance did not depend on the feedback condi-
tion. Hence, in the specific context of routing grasping with a prosthesis controlled via surface EMG, the basic feedback on task outcome 
was not outperformed out by force-related end-of-trial feedback and hence seemed to be sufficient for accomplishing the task. 

 
This conclusion applies to the context of routine grasping using a myoelectric prosthesis with surface EMG electrodes, 
which means that the control signals are variable and the feedback is perceived and processed at the end of the trial 
(motor adaption). 

Index Terms—  Somatosensory feedback, vibrotactile stimulation, prosthetic grasping, trial-by-trial adaptation  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION
he hands are our most important “tools” in life, allow-
ing dexterous grasping and manipulation. The motor 

control of the human hand is impressive, and it strongly 
depends on the presence of somatosensory feedback [1]. 
When a person traumatically loses a hand, the lost func-
tions can be substituted to a certain degree by a myoelectric 
prosthesis [2], providing a reliable control of simple activ-
ities (e.g., opening and closing). However, until today none 
of the commercial prostheses (except for one recent device 
[3]) provides the subject with any of the missing soma-
tosensory feedback. Closing the loop by restoring the feed-
back, thereby mimicking the bidirectional communication 
characteristic of a normal limb, could improve the utility, 
facilitate the embodiment, and possibly increase the ac-
ceptance rate [4]. 

To restore somatosensory feedback, the data from sen-

sors embedded in the prosthesis are read online and trans-
mitted to the user through tactile stimulation [4]. The stim-
ulation can be implemented using noninvasive technolo-
gies, such as electrocutenous stimulation [5], vibration mo-
tors [6], linear pushers [7], rotation motors [8], or pressure 
cuffs [9], or through invasive approaches based on deliver-
ing electrical pulses to the peripheral nerves [10]–[12] or 
the brain [13]. The invasive solutions might produce more 
natural sensations, as they can activate the neural struc-
tures that were used originally (e.g., the nerves innervating 
the hand), but they require complicated surgery. Vibration 
motors and surface electrical stimulation are still the most 
common methods to provide feedback information [4]. 
The prosthesis state is communicated by modulating the 
stimulation parameters. For example, an increase in the 
prosthesis force can be transmitted to the user by increas-
ing the stimulation intensity/frequency (parameter modu-
lation) and/or changing the location (spatial modulation). 
Most of the systems presented in the literature provide 
feedback on the grasping force [4], [14], since this variable 
cannot be directly perceived using vision (contrary to joint 
angles). The simplest approach is to transmit the force in-
formation by modulating the intensity of a miniature pager 
motor [15]. In some studies, an array of coin vibrators or 
stimulation electrodes has been used to communicate force 
through spatial [16] or mixed coding [17]. Finally, the force 
feedback has also been transmitted using tactors produc-
ing vibrations transversal to the skin [18] or through am-
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plitude-frequency modulated patterns generated by ad-
vanced vibration motors [19], [20].  

Natural sensory feedback is instrumental in the motor 
control of able-bodied humans [1]. It is therefore surprising 
that the conclusions in the literature regarding the benefits 
of artificial sensory feedback in prosthetics are rather in-
consistent. A consistent outcome is that the supplemental 
feedback is beneficial when the subjects were deprived of 
other feedback sources (e.g., blinded and wearing head-
phones), and this has been demonstrated with invasive 
[21], [22] and non-invasive methods  [17], [23]–[27]. That is, 
however, an obvious result, as any feedback is likely to be 
better than no feedback at all. The studies implementing 
more realistic conditions, however, report conflicting con-
clusions. For example, the studies using different non-in-
vasive and invasive methods to transmit force feedback 
have reported no difference in performance [8], [16], [24], 
[28], clear improvement  in an abstract electrotactile track-
ing task [29], or in functional and real-life tasks [11], [30]–
[32] , or improvement in only some subjects and conditions 
[33], [34].  

The rich literature on feedback in prosthetics describes 
many methods to transmit information to the prosthesis 
user (e.g. [10], [12], [17], [18], [35]), and some of them are 
rather simple to implement. However, the conflicting re-
ports on the benefits of feedback imply that there is a gen-
eral lack of knowledge about the nature and role of artifi-
cial somatosensory feedback in prosthetics. This has been 
recognized in some recent studies demonstrating that the 
effectiveness of the prosthesis feedback is a complex phe-
nomenon which depends on multiple factors, including 
user training and experience [34], nature and complexity 
of the task (robust or delicate grasping) [34], internal mod-
els [36], [37], the quality of feedforward control [17], [25], 
the approach used to provide feedback (e.g., continuous 
[34], [39], [40] or discrete [41]) etc. 

The aim of the present study was to investigate basic 
mechanisms governing the artificial feedback in prosthet-
ics. Specifically, we assessed how the type of feedback im-
pacts on the learning and performance in a realistic pros-
thesis control task. Importantly, we focused on a specific 
but relevant context of prosthesis control, namely, routine 
grasping. In this paradigm, the grasps are performed fast, 
by using feedforward myoelectric commands, mimicking 
the manner able-bodied subjects grasp objects in daily life. 
This approach can also avoid the need for force adjust-
ments after the prosthesis has closed around the object, 
which can be a challenging task due to the nature of force 
control in myoelectric prostheses [54]. In the present study, 
the subjects received feedback on the generated force, but 
as the force increases abruptly upon contacting the object, 
the feedback was useful only to assess the outcome of the 
grasp (instead of modulating the grasp online). Essentially, 
this type of prosthesis control represents a motor-adaption 
[38], [42] paradigm, where the subjects used feedback from 
the current trial to adjust the feedforward motor command 
in a subsequent trial.  

Three different types of feedback were provided to drive 
the adaption. In the first condition, auditory feedback 
transmitted the most basic, ternary information on the task 

outcome (force appropriate, too high, or too low). In the 
second and third condition, the feedback interface commu-
nicated more information. More specifically, in addition to 
the force range, the magnitude of the generated force was 
transmitted using a visual bar (second condition) and vi-
brotactile stimulation (third condition). We hypothesized 
that the subjects would be able to interpret the force level 
more reliably when relying on visual versus (vibro)tactile 
information. Therefore, in all three conditions (auditory, 
auditory + visual, auditory + vibration) the subjects were 
provided with an end-point feedback that could be used 
for trial-by-trial learning. However, the amount of infor-
mation transmitted through the feedback interface differed 
across the conditions.  

We expected that all types of feedback would facilitate 
task learning through improved feedforward control. In 
addition, we assumed that the vibrotactile and visual con-
ditions (feedback on task outcome plus force magnitude) 
would outperform the auditory-only condition (feedback 
on task outcome), and that the visual condition would be 
better than the vibratory. 

2 METHODS 
2.1 Participants 
Twenty-two able-bodied subjects (13 male, 9 female, 
24 ± 4 years) volunteered to participate in the study. After 
receiving oral and written information about the experi-
ment, they gave informed consent. The study was ap-
proved by the Ethics Committee of the University Medical 
Center Göttingen (UMG). The data from one subject were 
excluded from the analysis for lack of compliance with the 
protocol. 

2.2 Experimental Setup 
The participants controlled a prosthesis (Michelangelo 
Hand, Otto Bock HealthCare Deutschland GmbH, Ger-
many) to repeatedly grasp a dummy object in a realistic 
scenario. To ensure standardized grasp conditions and ob-
ject contact, the prosthesis was detached from the subject 
and placed on the desk. The prosthetic hand was secured 
using a vice, and a rigid dummy object was permanently 
attached to the prosthetic thumb, so that when the prosthe-
sis closed it grasped the object using a pinch grasp. The 
grasping force was measured using a strain gauge sensor 
embedded in the thumb of the prosthesis. The sensor has a 
resolution with 255 levels for the force range from 0 to 
maximum grasping force (~ 100 N). The force was ex-
pressed in percent of that maximum force.  
An electromyographic (EMG) signal was recorded from 
the hand/wrist flexor muscles of the left forearm using an 
active bipolar electrode (13E200 = 50AC, Otto Bock 
HealthCare Deutschland GmbH, Germany). The pros-
thetic hand was connected to the host PC via a Bluetooth 
connection to transmit the sensor data (force and EMG) 
and receive the normalized velocity commands. The force 
and EMG were sampled at 100 Hz and 1 kHz, respectively. 
The root mean square (RMS) value of the EMG was com-
puted over a 128 ms time window and normalized to 90% 
of the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). To measure 
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the MVC, the subjects were asked to activate the muscles 
strongly but to a level that they can comfortably hold for 
30 seconds without fatiguing (so called prolonged MVC as 
in [43]). This command was used to proportionally control 
the closing speed and hence the resulting grasping force. 
This is a standard operation of most commercial myoelec-
tric prostheses, where a myoelectric signal is translated 
into  voltage  input  for  the  prosthesis  motor.  Therefore, 
while the prosthesis moves, the myoelectric command sets 
the motor speed. When the prosthesis contacts an object 
and the motor stalls, the command corresponds to the mo-
tor torque and thereby applied grasping force. Subjects 
were informed prior to the experiment about the propor-
tionality between contraction strength, closing velocity, 
and resulting force. The subject was instructed to close the 
prosthesis by using one continuous contraction. He/she 
would activate the muscle to the desired level and then 
maintain the contraction until the object was grasped, em-
ulating fast routine grasping, as also used in other studies 
[35], [37], [44], [44]. Of course, this is only an approxima-
tion to real life, since able-bodied subjects as well as ampu-
tees might use more complex muscle activation patterns to 
accomplish the same task in daily life. There was no addi-
tional adjustment to the grasping force after contacting the 
object and a single EMG channel was used to control clos-
ing. The hand opened automatically 0.65 s after the grasp 
was accomplished. Note that due to the inertia of the pros-
thesis, careful force adjustment after contact remains an 
unmet challenge which goes beyond the current study.  

During the experimental session, the subject sat comfort-
ably in front of a desk with the prosthesis, a standard 
screen, and loudspeakers on top. Tactile feedback was de-
livered in one condition (see next section) via two C2 tac-
tors (Engineering Acoustics, USA). The full range of the 
prosthesis force was mapped proportionally to the full 
range of vibration intensity and frequency, as explained 
below. A picture and a schematic view of the experimental 
setup are shown in Fig. 1A and 1B, and the view as seen by 

the subject during the experiment is represented in Fig. 1C. 
 

2.3 Experimental task 
The subjects’ task was to quickly grasp the dummy object, 
generating a force within one out of two target-force 
ranges (TFR). If the force was outside the desired window, 
it was deemed too low/high and the object was considered 
as lost (slipped from grasp) or broken, respectively. The 
lower TFR was 35 ± 7.5%, simulating a light, fragile object, 
such as a fresh egg. The higher TFR was 67.5 ± 7.5% and 
represented the force necessary to handle a heavy, robust 
object, e.g. a dumbbell. Subjects were initially left ignorant 
of these target-force ranges. They only received a cue (an 
egg or a dumbbell, see Fig. 1C) to indicate whether a low 
or high force was requested. Additionally, different 
amount of feedback (see next section) was provided about 
the outcome of the trial. Exploiting this information, the 
subjects had to discover the correct force range and hence 
the appropriate amount of muscle contraction on a trial-
and-error basis throughout the experiment. The subjects 
were blinded neither visually nor acoustically, and the 
prosthesis was placed in the clear view of the subjects, in 
front of the monitor (Fig. 1A and 1C). This has been done 
to allow the subjects to exploit the incidental feedback 
sources that will be anyway available to the prosthesis user 
in daily life. 

In order to monitor the performance over time, the ex-
periment was split into seven blocks with 5-min breaks be-
tween blocks. Each block consisted of 50 grasp attempts, 
out of which 25 trials aimed at the lower and 25 trials at the 
higher target force. Low and high-force trials were pre-
sented in pseudorandom order under the constraint that at 
least two consecutive trials had the same target force win-
dow, to simulate repeated grasping of different objects by 
a prosthesis user, where some objects can be fragile and 
some robust. 

  

 
Fig. 1. Setup. A) Picture and B) schematic as seen from above. A bipolar EMG electrode recorded the flexor muscle signal used to control the 
prosthetic hand. Sensor data from the prosthesis were transmitted to the PC via Bluetooth. Basic feedback on the success of each grasp 
attempt was provided via the speaker (in all groups). For the vibrotactile feedback group, two C2 tactors were positioned next to the EMG 
electrode (shown in green) to deliver a vibrotactile representation of the current grasp force. C) Schematic of the view presented to the subject 
during the experiment. The prosthesis was placed on a stand in front of the screen and grasped a dummy object fixed to its thumb. On a 
computer screen the target force range (TFR) was indicated by a visual cue (object indicator, here the egg indicating the low TFR). For the 
visual feedback group, a visual representation of the current grasp force (force bar, shown in blue) was presented on the screen next to the 
object indicator. 
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2.4 Feedback conditions 
Three types of artificial feedback were tested in this exper-
iment. An auditory feedback on the success of each grasp 
attempt, and both visual and tactile feedback on the cur-
rent grasp force exerted by the prosthesis.  

In order to investigate the effect of the different feedback 
(FB) interfaces on the training of a routine grasping task, 
the subjects were randomly distributed into three groups, 
where each group performed the experiment under a dif-
ferent feedback condition. All three groups received an au-
ditory feedback on the success of the previous grasp, i.e. 
whether the achieved force was appropriate for the object, 
too high (object broken), or too low (object slipped). This 
was the most basic feedback transmitting only the sign of 
the force error with respect to the TFR. This information 
can be also perceived in real-life grasping with prosthetic 
hands. The group of subjects receiving only this feedback 
was called the “basic FB” group.  

The second group (“visual FB”) received a visual feed-
back about the generated grasping force additionally to the 
basic auditory FB. The visual feedback was displayed as a 
bar on the computer screen, where the height of the bar 
was proportional to the grasp force measured by the pros-
thesis (see Fig. 1C). We assumed that the visual feedback 
was the most reliable interface because of its comprehen-
siveness and intuitiveness, due to its good visual resolu-
tion and the human experience in perception and control 
based on visual feedback. In this condition, therefore, the 
feedback transmitted more information, i.e., not only the 
sign of the force error, but also a precise magnitude of the 
generated force (visual force bar).  

The third group (“tactile FB”) received vibrotactile stim-
ulation additionally to the basic FB, transmitted via two C2 
tactors (Engineering Acoustics Inc., USA) placed on the 
ventral and dorsal side of the forearm close to the EMG re-
cording electrode (see Fig. 1A and 1B). The two tactors gen-
erated vibrations at the same frequency and intensity to 
improve the perceptibility of the feedback, as demon-
strated in [39]. The vibration was modulated to represent 
the prosthesis’ measured grasping force, by mapping both 
the intensity and the frequency of vibration proportionally 
to the current force. The minimum detectable force (~1%) 
corresponded to a 50 Hz vibration at 20% of the maximum 
amplitude, while the maximum prosthetic force was 
mapped to a 100 Hz vibration at 100% tactor amplitude. 
Like in “visual FB”, the subjects received the information 
on the sign of the force error as well as on the force magni-
tude; however, we assumed that this feedback was likely 
more difficult to exploit, as the vibration interface was 
likely characterized by a higher variance compared to the 
visual feedback [46], [47].  

Therefore, in all the conditions, the subjects controlled 
the prosthesis using feedforward commands to close the 
hand and generate force. Since the target object was rigid, 
the grasping force increased abruptly after contact (as 
shown in Fig. 2) and the subjects then basically perceived 
a constant feedback value until the hand was opened 
again. Hence, the subjects could not use the provided vis-
ual and vibrotactile feedback to modulate the control dur-
ing the trial, but only to observe the force that had just been 

generated. Put differently, although the feedback in prin-
ciple transmitted the measured force continuously, the 
force modulation was so brief that the feedback effectively 
transmitted a discrete message delivered at the end of the 
trial. The subjects could use this information to decide how 
to adjust the muscle contraction in the next trial. This ex-
perimental paradigm therefore corresponds to trial-by-
trial motor adaption based on end-point feedback (e.g. 
[38], [42]).  

Three independent groups of subjects, each performing 
a single feedback condition, were chosen in order to avoid 
the uncontrolled interactions between the conditions. If 
subjects sequentially performed all the conditions, even in 
randomized order, they would learn the task in the preced-
ing condition, which would affect the performance in the 
subsequent one(s). Therefore, an objective comparison be-
tween the conditions would not be possible. 

 

2.5 Outcome measures 
The grasp was deemed successful if the generated force 
was within the TFR. If the force was too low or too high, 
this was defined as a slip or break outcome, respectively. 
The percent rates for success, slip, and break were deter-
mined to evaluate the task performance and the reasons for 
failure. In addition, the median absolute error (MAE) was 
calculated as the median of the absolute per-trial errors be-
tween the generated force and the center of the TFR. This 
was a more sensitive measure than the success rate, as-
sessing how far the subjects were from an optimal grasp 
(halfway between slip and breaking forces). To evaluate 
the consistency in force generation, the inter-quartile range 
of the generated forces (IQRF) was computed. Outcome 
measures were determined per subject, block and TFR. 

 

2.6 Statistics 
The data were not normally distributed according to Kol-
mogorov-Smirnov tests, and therefore non-parametric sta-
tistics were applied to explore the differences between the 
across-groups factor “feedback condition” as well as the 
within-group factors “target-force range” and “block”. The 
significance threshold was set to p<0.05. 

First, a Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare the per-
formance between the feedback conditions, separately for 
each TFR and block. Then, the within-group factors “tar-
get-force range” and “block” were explored for each feed-
back group. For the within-group factor “block”, a Wil-
coxon signed rank test was applied to compare the perfor-
mance between the first block and the average of the last 
four blocks (in which a rather stable performance was ob-
served, see Results), separately for the low and high TFR. 
For the within-group factor “target-force range”, a Wil-
coxon signed rank test was used to compare the outcome 
measures between the low and the high TFR. For this test, 
the subject results were averaged across blocks. All within-
group tests were Bonferroni-Holmes corrected for the 
three feedback groups (i.e. p <0.017 was the margin for sig-
nificance). 
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3 RESULTS 
Representative results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 de-
picts the (median) myoelectric commands and resulting 
grasping forces generated by one representative subject in 
the first and last block of trials of the “basic FB” condition. 
At the low TFR, the subjects increased the muscle activa-
tion to the desired level (shaded region), maintained this 
level until the prosthesis closed, and generated the desired 
force. The prosthesis was non-backdrivable and therefore, 
the subjects could relax their muscles soon after contact 
(zero line), while the prosthesis continued to maintain the 
achieved force. The prosthesis was automatically opened 

by an external command from the PC at the end of the trial. 
At the high TFR, the subjects followed a similar control ap-
proach. However, since the prosthesis velocity (and force) 
was proportional to the muscle activation, the time to in-
crease the activation to the proper level was in this case 
much shorter (on average 174 ms for the high compared to 
300 ms for the low TFR). The generated myoelectric signals 
were more variable, which translated into a higher varia-
bility of the generated forces. From the first to the last 
block, the median force generated in high-TFR trials cen-
tered within the desired region and the variability de-
creased, although it was still higher than for the low TFR. 
In Fig. 3A the forces generated in the first and last block are 
depicted for one representative subject per feedback 

 

 
Fig. 2. EMG and force profiles. For one representative subject (of the “basic FB” group), the median EMG and force profiles across trials are 
shown for the first (A) and last block (B) for the low (upper panels) and high (lower panels) TFR. Error bars indicate the range between the 25th 
and 75th percentile). The 0s time point denotes the force onset (contact). Grey boxes show the respective TFR. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Generated prosthesis grasping forces. A) The forces generated in each trial of the first (upper panel) and last block (lower panel) are 
shown for three individual representative subjects (one per feedback group). The color indicates the feedback group (basic FB = red, visual FB 
= blue, tactile FB = green). Trials with a low target force range (TFR) are given as diamonds and those with a high TFR as circles. Light/dark 
grey boxes show the low and high TFR, respectively. B) Boxplots (including median, IQR, range, and outliers) of the forces generated in three 
representative subjects for each block and for the low (first three bars per block, underlaid in light grey) and high (last three bars per block, 
underlaid in dark grey) TFR. Grey boxes and color code are the same as in A. 
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group. The forces were concentrated around the respective 
TFRs, although there were large deviations especially for 
the high TFR. Fig. 3B shows the distribution of the gener-
ated forces across blocks for the three representative sub-
jects, one per feedback condition. The subjects successfully 
scaled the forces according to the indicated TFR, as there is 
a clear difference in the medians of the force distributions 
for the high and low TFR. For the low TFR, the perfor-
mance was good already in block 1, as most of the forces 
were within the TFR. For the high TFR, however, the sub-
jects started by significantly undershooting in block 1 and 
then the performance gradually improved over the blocks.   

The summary results for the success rate, slip and break 
rate, MAE, and IQRF are shown in Fig. 4. All outcome 
measures except for the break rates exhibited a similar 
trend. Surprisingly, in all blocks, there were no statistically 
significant differences between the feedback conditions in 
any of the outcome measures (Kruskal-Wallis tests). In par-
ticular, there was no statistically significant difference in 
any performance measure at any TFR between groups in 
block 1 (p > 0.2 in all ten Kruskal-Wallis tests), showing 
that the three groups started off with a similar baseline and 
are well comparable.  

The performance in the low TFR was consistently and 
significantly better compared to the high TFR in all the out-
come measures, apart from the break rate (Wilcoxon 
signed rank tests). The overall median success rate (70%, 
74%, and 65% for the basic, visual, and vibration condition, 
respectively) in the low TFR was significantly higher (p = 
0.008 in each group) compared to the high TFR (35%, 39%, 
and 42%, respectively; Fig. 4A). The median slip rate (Fig. 
4C) was substantially lower for the low (6%, 6%, and 13%, 
respectively) compared to the high TFR (42%, 37%, and 
40%, respectively; p = 0.008 in each group), whereas the 
break rates (Fig. 4D) were similar (24% vs. 21%, 20% vs. 
25%, and 18 vs. 15% for the basic, visual, and vibration con-
dition in the low and high TFR, respectively; p = 0.414, p = 
0.655, and p = 0.414 for the basic, visual, and vibration con-
dition, respectively). The overall MAE (Fig. 4B) was signif-
icantly lower for the low (5%, 4%, and 5%, respectively) 
compared to the high TFR (10%, 10%, and 9%, respectively; 
p = 0.008 in each group). Finally, the forces were more var-
iable (p < 0.001, Fig. 4E) for the high (19%, 19%, and 15%, 
respectively) compared to the low TFR (9%, 8%, and 9%, 
respectively; p = 0.008 in each group). 

For the low TFR, all outcome measures were stable 
across blocks, i.e. they did not differ from the first to the 
average of the four last blocks. For almost all subjects, the 
MAE was within the margin of a successful grasp.  

For the high TFR, the success rate improved significantly 
with training from the first to the last blocks, indicating a 
learning effect. This improvement was significant for the 
basic condition (26% vs. 41%; p = 0.016) and the visual con-
dition (27% vs. 42%; p = 0.016); for the vibration condition, 
significance was not reached (30% vs. 45%; p = 0.078). Both 
the slip and the break rate did not change across blocks in 
any group. The median MAE was outside the zone of a 
successful grasp in all the blocks in all groups (except for 
block 6 in the visual condition). However, for all groups a 
significant improvement was observed from block 1 to the 

latter blocks, for the basic condition from 14% to 10% (p = 
0.016), for the visual condition also from 14% vs. 10% (p = 
0.016) and for vibration condition from 14% to 9% (p = 
0.031). While a trend was observed for each group, no sig-
nificant improvement in grasp-force variability across 
blocks was shown in any group (p = 0.047, p = 0.031, and 
p = 0.031 for the basic, visual, and vibration condition, re-
spectively). 

5 DISCUSSION 
We investigated how the type of feedback the subjects re-
ceived affected the performance of grasping-force control 
in a myoelectric prosthesis in the context of routine grasp-
ing. The able-bodied subjects learned to generate grasping 
forces within two TFRs (low and high) through the process 
of motor adaption driven by three types of feedback. The 
feedback interface transmitted only the task outcome 
(basic condition) or additionally the magnitude of the gen-
erated force (vibrotactile or visual condition). The subjects 
were required to locate the two TFRs by adjusting their 
muscle contraction levels (feedforward commands) based 
on the end-point feedback, through trial and error, and 
then consistently generate forces within the indicated TFR.  
 

5.1 Low versus high target-force range 
While the subjects successfully learned the task irrespec-

tive of the feedback condition, the performance strongly 
differed between the low and high TFR. The control was 
substantially better at the low TFR, as the subjects were 
overall more successful in hitting the target range (Fig. 4A), 
deviated less from the middle of the range (Fig. 4B), and 
tended to generated forces more consistently (Fig. 4E). For 
the lower force range, the performance was high already 
in the first block (see Fig. 2, 3, and 4) and then remained 
stable across the session, such that no learning was ob-
served. Contrarily, reaching the high TFR was challenging 
and the subjects needed more blocks to learn the task. In 
this case, the effect of training was clearly visible, as the 
subjects improved the performance across blocks. The sub-
jects demonstrated learning, as the success rate increased 
(Fig. 4A), while force error (Fig. 4B) and variability de-
creased (Fig. 4E, only trend) across blocks. However, at the 
end of the training (after 175 grasping trials), the success 
rate was still rather low.  

Most likely, the difference in performance between TFRs 
was due to an increased variance of the feedforward con-
trol at the higher compared to the lower muscle contraction 
levels, as demonstrated in [19] and [31]. The grasp-force 
variability almost doubled from the low to the high TFR. 
Both TFRs had the same size (15%), and therefore, when 
hitting the high TFR the subjects were required to hit 
equally precisely as in the low TFR; however, due to the 
substantially more variable control signals, the task was 
more difficult. In addition, the subjects had less time to ad-
just the muscle contraction to a proper level when aiming 
at the high TFR, since the prosthesis closes faster for higher 
activations. For the low TFR, the subjects had enough time 
to  carefully  adjust  and  maintain  the  muscle  contraction 
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Fig 4. Success rates (A), median absolute error (MAE, B), slips (C), breaks (D), and grasp-force variability (IQRF, E). Each measure is shown 
as median and IQR per block and TFR (crosses depict low TFR, circles high TFR) for each group (basic FB = red, visual FB = blue, tactile FB 
= green). Significant performance differences (p < 0.05, corrected) between low (left part of each panel) and high (right part) TFR as well as 
from first to average of last four blocks are marked by asterisks (*) in the respective group color. The light-grey area in (B) indicates the absolute 
errors that are still within the TFR (successful grasps).  
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level whereas for the high TFR, the subjects needed to pro-
duce essentially a myoelectric impulse of the correct am-
plitude (Fig. 2). This could have been an additional source 
of control variability, adding to the intrinsic variability of 
myocontrol signals. The lower success rate at the high TFR 
was due to an increased number of slips, while there was 
no difference in the breaks (Fig. 4C and 4D). This implies 
that the subjects approached the higher TFR from below, 
which might reflect an attempt to control the variance. The 
subjects might have noticed that they can produce lower 
forces more consistently (with lower variability). Also, it is 
as well possible that the higher number of slips was due to 
the shorter closing time for the high TFR. The subjects 
might not have had enough time to increase the muscle ac-
tivation to the proper level.  

 

5.2 Influence of feedback condition 
The basic condition of the present study demonstrates 

that supplemental feedback is indeed beneficial for the 
control of grasping. The transmitted feedback can be sim-
ple: the subjects improved their performance across blocks 
even when receiving just an indication of the force range 
(too high/low or appropriate). This result is in line with a 
recent study demonstrating the benefits of a time-discrete 
feedback communicating only grasp contact and release 
[32].  

Surprisingly, in the present experiment, the second 
and third condition did not lead to better performance alt-
hough the feedback interface communicated more infor-
mation, namely the force magnitude, which is a common 
approach in prosthetics literature [29], [44], [45], [51]. By 
using information on the task outcome (auditory feed-
back), the subjects could determine if they needed to in-
crease or decrease the grasping force (muscle contraction) 
in the next trial of that TFR. With vibration and visual feed-
back, the assumption was that the subjects additionally re-
ceived the information on the force magnitude, from which 
they would be able to estimate both the direction (in-
crease/decrease) as well as the amount of required force 
change. Nevertheless, the additional information transmit-
ted through the feedback interface did not improve the rate 
of learning nor the task performance within blocks.  

Several factors might have contributed to this surprising 
outcome. First, there is a level of uncertainty related to in-
formation transmission through the tactile channel. The 
subjects had to decode the tactile sensation elicited 
through vibrotactile stimulation and map it to the level of 
grasping force, relatively (higher/lower than in previous 
trials) and/or absolutely (percent of grasping force). Ini-
tially, the subjects knew only the basic relation, i.e., that the 
vibration intensity and frequency were proportional to 
force. From that point of view, the visual bar might have 
been easier to interpret; however, this was an assumption 
that was not explicitly tested. Therefore, although the feed-
back interface in the second and third condition transmit-
ted more information, it is unknown how well this infor-
mation had been actually received by the subjects. This 
motivates the need for an explicit systematic investigation 

on how these factors (i.e., feedback precision and reliabil-
ity) impact on the closed-loop control of prosthesis grasp-
ing. This can be done, for example, through a controlled 
modulation of the properties (e.g., uncertainty) of a single 
feedback source (e.g., visual feedback).  

Second, the subjects might not have benefitted from the 
better feedback (vibration and visual) due to inherent lim-
itations of the feedforward interface, i.e., the myoelectric 
signal variability [52], [53]. The more informative feedback 
(error magnitude vs. error sign) might have been success-
fully interpreted by the subjects. However, they could not 
translate it into better control, because they were unable to 
modulate the myoelectric signals well enough, especially 
at the higher forces. Instead, the control was rather rough 
and, consequently, only the rough feedback information 
about the direction of change (increase/decrease/hold) 
could be exploited effectively. 

Third, the subjects might have used the intrinsic feed-
back, which was present in all feedback conditions: the 
proprioceptive information from the own muscles (sense 
of contraction) as well as the intrinsic information from the 
prosthesis (sound and movement) were available in all 
feedback conditions. As the prosthesis operated propor-
tionally, it closed at markedly different speeds and pro-
duced characteristic motor sounds when generating differ-
ent forces. These cues could have been used by the subjects 
to estimate the force magnitude, even in the absence of an 
explicit force magnitude feedback (as in the auditory con-
dition) [53].  

Nevertheless, the present study explains why closing 
the loop in prosthetics through force feedback might not 
necessarily improve the performance in the real-life appli-
cation of routine grasping. The prosthesis user normally 
receives feedback on the task outcome, as he/she can see if 
the object slipped from the grasp (force too low), broke 
(force too high), or was grasped successfully (force within 
the target window). Furthermore, the user receives implicit 
information coming from the muscles and the prosthesis. 
As demonstrated by the present experiment, this might al-
ready be enough to allow successful accomplishment of 
simple tasks (low TFR) as well as learning across trials 
(high TFR).  

 

5.3 Restrictions and Limitations 
The present results hold for able-bodied subjects only 

and likely for novice users of myoelectric prostheses. Ex-
perienced users might be more consistent in generating 
myoelectric commands due to practice and learning, and 
therefore, they might better exploit the feedback. In addi-
tion, the results are specific for the task and feedback ap-
proach (force) that have been used in the present study. 
Another type of feedback could still outperform the simple 
feedback on the task outcome. For example, promising re-
sults have been demonstrated when transmitting the mag-
nitude of the myoelectric signal (prosthesis command) 
both in our previous work [40], [48] and, more recently, by 
other groups [49], [50]. Importantly, this is a substantially 
different approach to closing the loop in prosthesis control 
compared to conventional force feedback, and therefore, it 
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could lead to different conclusions. 
The small subject sample for each condition (N=7) is one 

of the main limitations of the study, especially considering 
the relatively large variability across subjects. A power 
analysis that includes the observed variability indicated a 
larger sample size (N>20), which could not be measured in 
the current study. For the small sample measured, no sta-
tistical differences were observed, although it cannot be ex-
cluded that differences would be detected with larger sam-
ples. Nonetheless, we still believe that the lack of signifi-
cant difference in performance across conditions or even a 
trend in that direction is a relevant and interesting result, 
despite the small subject sample.   

Finally, the focus in the present study was on fast rou-
tine grasping, characteristic for daily life, and we did not 
examine the performance in delicate grasping tasks where 
the subjects need to slowly and carefully modulate the 
force after contact. The impact of feedback in this scenario 
is yet to be investigated. Nevertheless, also with our cur-
rent experimental paradigm, the possibility that the sub-
jects used some feedback and online modulation already 
during the grasping trial cannot be fully excluded. The 
generated prosthesis movements were short but the sub-
jects might still have had enough time to incorporate feed-
back (e.g., prosthesis sound/closing velocity) and modu-
late the myoelectric command towards the end of the trial.  

Finally, it should be kept in mind that the implementa-
tion of grasping-force feedback might be important due to 
the positive emotional benefit [55] as well as the potential 
of feedback to facilitate embodiment and reduce phantom-
limb pain [56].  

6 CONCLUSION 
The present study demonstrated that while a simple sup-
plemental feedback on the task outcome can be sufficient 
for task learning, providing additional, task-relevant infor-
mation (force magnitude) is not necessarily beneficial for 
prosthetic grasping. This conclusion applies to the context 
of routine grasping using a myoelectric prosthesis with 
surface EMG electrodes, which means that the control sig-
nals are variable and the feedback is perceived and pro-
cessed at the end of the trial (motor adaption).  
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